
STATE-OF-THE-ART SECURITY
AND CONTROL

On The Container is a cutting-edge and agile 
logistics solution designed to provide unrivaled 
security, transparency, and control over your 
supply chain. Embrace the power of state-of-
the-art technology to streamline your 
operations and gain full visibility of your assets
at all times.

Track and monitor departures and arrivals

Get real-time container arrival notifications

Ensure precise driver information

Scan clamp, seal numbers and any other 
container details you require

Activate automatic incident notifications

Unlimited customisation in input and output 
data, e.g. Gate pass shown, KM reading, route 
number, and more

Quickly and easy collect and view any recorded 
damages to vehicles, trucks or containers

Quickly and automatically generate daily, 
weekly or monthly visitation reports using 
custom data points

SOLVING CONTAINER 
SECURITY CHALLENGES

Our cloud-based container security system 
scans and captures detailed container 
information upon arrival at the storage yard. 
It delivers a transparent, live, and accurate 
view of your assets and site, empowering you 
with real-time data for informed decision-
making

Total Tonnage

384,821

Average Tonnage

34,016

Trucks IN

11,210

Trucks OUT

11,313

Site Info

Duration between Site A and Site B

01:14:07

Seal on ATG01GP is damaged

Incident now
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All plans include technical and quick support, upgrades, updates and 
notifications

COMPARE PLANS

Entries List

Search

Onsite Now

Pre-register

App Profiles

Categories

Visitors/Invitations

Custom Fields

Match Type

Incidents

Notifications

Shared Access

Time & Attendance

Pre-Site Screening

Scan to Call *

Whatsapp Invitations *

Conditional Custom Fields

Scheduled Reports

Customisable UI

Flag & Block

Vaccination Verification

Phone Number Verification

Vehicle Verification

Random Select/Search

Photographs 

Signatures

Container Scanning

On-site Capacity Limit

Video Inductions

Inductions

Touchless Access

Advanced Dashboards *

Customisable API

Sticky Driver

Driver Verification

ATG
LITE

ATG
PREMIUM

ATG
BASIC



Power-up your OTC solution with these additional functions

OTC ADD-ONS

DASHBOARDS

View live updates on your
most important visitor or

risk stats

INTEGRATIONS

Seamlessly integrate with a wide
range of systems and software

through a customised API

RELAYS

Link your entryway to this gate
automation device allowing for a
trigger to open the boom/gate

NFC CARDS

Efficiently manage recurring
visitors, contractors, and staff
with pre-assigned NFC cards

SECURITY SEAL

Secure containers and trucks
with a unique QR Code Security
Seal for cargo monitoring and

tamper detection.

PRINTER

Print each visitor’s badge with
unique ID information that help 

staff recognise their guests.

METAGRATED

Metagrated offers real-time
access to law enforcement

databases for qualified LPR data.

For pricing or more info, contact:
010 500 8611

sales@atthegate.biz
www.atgdigital.biz
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